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I. INTRODUCTION

DUring the last few years the discovery of doped conjugated polymers with
high conductivities has generated substantial interest in charged defects in
polymers among chemists and physicists alike. A divergent and in some cases
confusing vocabulary for describing these defects has developed. On the
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826 Chance, Boud,"eaux, B "ed as , and Silbey

one hand, physicists have spoken about solitons, polarons, bags, and so on,
as solutions to the equations of the relevant defect models I while chemists
have used terms like radical and radical-ion. Since neither group is com-
pletely facile with the other's vocabulary J there is a gap in the communication
between them. This is unfortunate. especially since some of the new discover-
ies in one group correspond to well- known examples in the other J and vice
versa. A nice example of this is the article of Pople and Walmsley written in
1962 [IJ. These authors, who are chemists, discussed the possibility of de-
fects in a long polyene (i.e., polyacetylene) chain. Specifically, they noted
that defects resulting in deviations in the bond length alternation would lead
to uncharged objects with spin 1/2 (Le., an unpaired spin or radical). In
their article, which is discussed thoroughly by Salem [2J, the authors use
simple Hjickel theory, a nearest- neighbor tight- binding theory for the TI elec-
trans, to find these radical defect solutions. They suggest that these defects
might playa role in the known high concentration of unpaired spins in poly'
enes. There is even a suggestion of the possibility that these defects might
be important in the (semi-) conducting properties of these condensed systems.
Although this article was considered important (see the discussion in Ref. 2)
and came dUring the same period that chemists had recognized the bond
alternahon of p~yenes (~me'",i~), the theoretical methods of the
artIcle were superseded by more advanced semiempirical and ab initio methods
~hich un~ortunately were never employed to discuss this problem. In addi-han th bilit I H" ,

' e ina 11 y a uckel theory to describa quantitatively the electronicstates of organic molec lb. , d
u es ecama well known, and It was essentially droppe

from the. quantum chemist's tools, although it is taught and used extensivelyby ChemIsts for qUaiitat' d ' "
b . lVe an SemIquantItative descriptions of molecular
dontdmg'd There the theory lay, until the discovery in 1977 of hlghly con-uc 109 oped polya t I

In 1979 S ce yrerre [3] led to a reopening of the question.
the th fU' SchTIeffer, and Heeger (SSH) [4] and Rice [5] reexaminedeory 0 the one-dim' '. ,
bi lit f b enslOnal dIrnerIzed chain and rediscovered the pOSSI-1 Ya and alternatio d f t '
exactlYeq' I n e ec s , Usmg the adiabatic theory in a modelurva ent to Hii kith ' ,
linearization f S I ,ee eory WIth a-bond compression (and USIng a
integral) Sat alems values for the distance dependence of the transfer

I u ea. were able t . all w.
ing for relaxation of the bo 0 Improve the Pople-Walmsley solution by 0

found a kink' h nds. 0 modern terminology Pople and Walmsley10 t e bond length I ' _ ,
et al, considered a kink of fl a ~ernatI?n pattern of zero width, while SU
are the soliton (b th uute WIdth with an optimized geometry. These,-. =---.:..:..: a unchar ged and h , I
In tranS-polyacetYI c arged) states of current terrnmo ogy
degenerate grOUnd~nte. Su et al , carefUlly pointed out the importance of

sate structur .
nondegenerate (as" es In the model; if the gro_uurl states axe-
in pmrs n:e. I 1- ta~~~I:~p.OlYa:etYlene), the soliton~ks) are confined
far apart). The solit mfimte amount of energy to pull them infinitely
Stan model went I· . Ipee roscopic and . a ong way In describing the alectr-ica ,' magnellc pr .
, Alter the diScovery of do operlles of doped trans-polyacetylene.
Clahng the fundamental' ped POlyacety1ene, Chemists perhaps not appre'
successfully doped and ~mportance of the degenera4-e gro~nd state therein,
lenesulfide [7,8J poly ound condUcting POly(p-PhenYlene) [6] polypheny'
nOn I' ' Pyrrole [9J '0]

eo which have ad' and at least a dozen other polymers [1 ,
POPle-WalmsleymOdel eTghenerateground state in the sense of the SSH or

. us the k'
Inks or defects in these compounds are

J
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Solitons. Polarons. and Bipolarons 827

expected to be confined in pairs and so the excitations in them should be bound
kink-antikink (or soliton-antisoliton) pairs. The antikink has a structure
which permits it to combine with a kink to eliminate both defects. The pair
formed from the radical (uncharged but spin 1/2 kinks) would in the singlet
configuration recombine to the ground state of the molecule, and in the triplet r
configuration recombine to a low-lying triplet state of the polymer. The radi-
cal cation or anion (i . e .. one charged soliton combined with one uncharged
spin 1/2 soliton) corresponds to the chemist's radical cation or radical anion.
These are well-known, well-characterized states of molecules. like the oligo-
mners of benzene (and even of the small polyenes), for which optical spectra,
electron spin resonance, and many ground -state properties have been studied.

In spite of the fact that polymeric chains such as poly(p-phenylene) do
not have degenerate ground states and free soliton or kinklike structures
(with their unusual charge-spin relationships). the properties of the doped
polymers (conducting. infrared, optical spectra, and electron spin reso-
nance) [11, 12J are remarkably like those of doped polyacetylene. One of the
challenges in this field is to understand what the similarities and the differ-
ences between these two kinds of polymers mean from a fundamental point of
view. It should be stressed once more that at present poly acetylene is the
only...--..knQ.¥i!LdD.pedcondu.9J:ing_polymerwith a degenerate ground state, Once
it is realized that solitons in a structure like poly(p-phenylene) will be con-
fined, and will therefore form kink-antikink pairs, there is a possibility that
perhaps even in polyacetylene such pairs might have bound states.

Section II will be devoted to a comparison of neutral and charged defects
that can be formed on polyacetylene and poly(p-phenylene) chains. In the
comparison of these two polymers we use basically the same theoretical con-
struction. which is essentially the quantum-chemical equivalent of the SSH
approach.

In Section III we employ geometrical optimization techniques going well
beyond Hiickal theory to study the geometries of defects in polyacetylene:
neutral solitons (radicals) , ch~ged solitons (ca~r anions), ::nd polarons
ckdical-ions). These calculations point out the dependence of the defect
geometry on the charge state. .

In Section IV we discuss carrier transport and present a model for spm-
less conduction in doped polymers with polyacetyJene and poly(p-phenylene)
taken as prototypical examples.

II. DEFECTS IN POLYACETYLENE AND POLYPHENYLENE

)

In this section we present results within a single qua~tum-chemical frame-
work for trans-polyacetylene (trans-PA), a system wrth a degenerate ground-
state structure. thus allowing soliton excitations. and polyr p-phenylene)
(PPP). which does not possess a degenerate ,ground st~te. Wecompare the
predictions of this model regarding changes In elect roru c ,structure and geom-
etry that can be expected on ionization by electron-~ona:Ing or, ele~tron-
accepting agents. The theoretical model we employ In this section IS based
on the approaches of Pople and Walmsley [1] and of Suet al. [4]. Trans- PA
i.s-P-eieltls_distarle.d. injts grouny.t-an:;-single... and double ca~bon - ar~on
!?onds alternating along the chain. As a result. two energetically equivalent

\
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828 Chance, Boudreaux, Bredas, and Silbey

resonance forms (hereafter referred to as phases A and B) can be derived
and lead to a double well potential energy curve, as illustrated in Figure 1.
The potential energy E can be expressed as a function of the degree of bond
length alternation tH as

4 2E ~ a(~r) - b(~r) + c , a,b > 0 ( I)

The experimental estimate of ~ris 0.08-0.10 A [13,14J. Ab initio double zeta
quantum-chemical calculations of the trans-PA geometry give [15] ~r ~
0.10 ~, with rC=C ~ 1. 346 ~ and rC-C ~ 1. 446 J..; recent semiempirial
modified neglect of differential (MNDO) calculations give similar results [16J.
The Peierls distortion opens up a substantial gap at the Fermi level, so that
PA is expected to be a relatively large band gap semicond uctor. The optical
absorption spectrum of trans-PA shows 'an edge at 1. 4 eV and a lowest energy
peak at 1.5 eV [17].

Su et aJ. [4] recognized that since the ground state of the dimerized
trans-PA chain is twofold degenerate, solitons can be expected satisfying a
wave equation akin to the ~4 field theory equation. This can be inferred
from Eq. (1) [18]. Solitons are states of a s stem leading from one mini-
mum of the pote.ntial-ta- e minimum of the same ener . n rans -PA
theycorrespond to topological kinks that extend over several bonds and

DEFORMATION COORDINATE

FIGURE 1 SketCh of th
ing t e potential en h W-wo energetically equi al ergy curve for trans-polyacetylene s 0in . IV ent st t .
equIvalent structures (b . rue ures and poIy(p-phenylene) shoWIng

mum Shown for the quinoidentZenOldon left, qUinoid on right). The local mini-
s ructure m

ay or may not actually exist.



where A, B, and C are parameters to be optimized and rOjs usually taken as
the length of a "pure sp2-sp2 single bond" (around 1.50 A) but which can
also be optimized. Wehave optimized [19] the parameters in order to repro-
duce the PA band gap of 1.4 eV, a total bandwidth of 10 eV, and a bond
length alternation of 0.14 A (re-e = 1. 47 ll.; re=e = 1. 33 Jl.). The model is
constructed in this way, using 61' = 0.14 ll., instead of the observed 0.10 A,
so that direct comparison to SSH is possible. We have also carried out calcu-
lations with 61' = 0.10 A and find little difference. The parameter values we
find for insertion in Eqs • (2a) and (2b) are A = 34.56 eV, B = 0.531 ll., and
e = 6.78 A-I.

Other authors have perturbed the SSH Hamiltonian by Hubbard terms
(repulsion between electrons on the same site) to account for som~ el~ctr~n
correlation, since the band gap in polyacetylene is no~ totally a dimer-iz ation
(or Peierls) gap, but has a component due to correlallon [20,21]. In fact,
there is an interesting (and perhaps dts turbing ) solution of the mean field
(or Hartree-Fock) equations for the model wi~h c~rrelat~o.nwhich corresponds
to a spin density wave in an undimerized Iatttce-tm addition to the usual bond
order wave which leads to dimerization. This spin density wave ground state
will be lower in ~energy than the dimerized ground state for values ~ft~e
parameters (the strength U of the Hubbard interaction and the derivattve of
13)close to the best "experimental" values. Others [21] ha~e show.n that the
dimerized ground state remains lower in energy than the spm density wave
undimerized ground state if the U value remains smaller .th~n4.7 eV. For U
values smaller than this threshold, the soliton characteI'lstIcs as exp~ored
within the SSH model remain largely unaffected. Fukutome and Sasai [22]

J
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gI'ad.u!!lli' lead from a hase A chain segment to a phase B chain segment.
Displacement from equilibrium of the a ormc posttions WIthinthe soliton have
been usually represented by a hyperbolic tangent function which is a solution
of the <1>4field theory equation. Note that solitons in PA have peculiar
charge-spin relationships J since a neutral soliton corresponds to a radical
and has spin 1/2, while charged solitons (cations or anions) carry no spin.
The trans isomer of PA is unique among studied systems in having two poten-
tial energy minima of the same energy, an indispensable requirement for iso-
lated soliton formation; cis-polyacetylene does not possess this Characteristic.

Study of the energetics of the formation of a soliton is usually performed
in the context of Hiickel theory with a-bond compressibility. This is true for
the SSH adiabatic Hamiltonian as well as for bond order-bond length relation-
ships of the Coulson type [2]. Our Hamiltonian has the usual Hiickel form
with diagonal matrix elements Hpp, = a (with a = 0 defining the reference
energy) and off-diagonal matrix elements Hpq = S(r) if atom p is connected
to q, and Hpq = 0 otherwise. S(r) is the resonance integral, with I' equal to
the p-q bond length. In the bond order-bond length relationship, which we
will use in this chapter, the (3 resonance integral values are expressed as

S(r) = A exp(-r/B), (2a)

where ris the bond length. The energy of the a framework is

fer) = cso-i (r-rO+B), (2b)
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have thoroughly discussed the ground state in terms of the unrestricted
Hartree-Fock (UHF) solutions of the Pariser-Parr-Pople Hamiltonian (a more
elaborate Hamiltonian containing two-electron temrs) . Although their results
indicate that even the description of the ground state of polyacetylene is still
a problem, with open questions. and this may have some effect on the descrip-
tion of the excited states, we will assume the simplest model is correct for the
present and discuss the electronic states derived from that model.

We first study the energy of creation of an isolated soliton defect and
compare with previous calculations. We then address the question of the re-
sponse of the electronic and geometrical structures of the chain to the ctopant-
induced charge transfer process. For the numerical calculations throughout
this section we consider mainly the acceptor doping process; however, the
discussion and results apply equally well to donor doping. Calculations on
polyacetylene are performed on cyclic polyene molecules containing at least
110 carbon atoms-more than enough for the results to be directly compared
to those for an infinite chain [19].

A. Isolated Soliton Defect in Polyacetylene

Resonance integral S(r) values between the n carbon atom and the n+l car-
bon atom on the PA chain are computed from Eq. (2a), with

r ~ 1.4 + (_l)n 6r/4{tanh(n/l) + tanh[(n+1)/11} (3)

;here 6r (~0.14 A) denotes the degree of bond length alternation far away
. rom the de~ect, n indicates the site location from the defect at n = 0, and I
IS a modulatIOnfactor to be opt' " d If

idth f irmzr, that roughly corresponds to the ha -
WI 0 the defect N t th

d d . 0 e at our Hamiltonian sums all of the response terms
an oes not use .a cutoff procedure such as that used by Su et al. The 7T +
o energy of creaticn of a sort . )
energy of th hai n wt I on IS computed by minimizing the total (1f + a

e c am with respect to th I " f asoliton excitati "1 e value. The energy of cr-eatton 0~ls~.tOUVf "hthe SSH results 'I'h ,. e v , or I = 7, In excellent agreement WIt .
state at the Fer' . 1 e presence of the soliton introduces a localized eleetrOTllC

mi evel that is at id d
edge. As a result within th '.. rm -gap 0.7 eV above the valence ban
soliton does not de'pend e Huckel method the energy of creation of the
pied), negatively cha OdDWhether the soliton is neutral (state singly OCcU-
( rge (state doubl" dstate empty). (A detailed st Y occupicdj , or positively charge"
characteristics is di udy of the dependence on charge of the soliton. IscUssed in the n t .
tromc state is con fir- d ex seottom j Localization of the elec-
radical or charge as me by the fact that the total probability density of the
the defect. soclated with the soliton is 0.855 over the 15 sites around

Note that the energy to
eV smaller than the 0 7- create a positive isolated soliton defect is 0.25
IV I • eV energy "
e a so note that elect . reqUIred by a vertical ionization process .. di ron SPInr A

In icats the presence of b esonance experiments on undoped trans-P
atoms [231. a ratio much~ out 1 radical (neutral soliton) per 3000 carbon
simple thermodynamics Tahrgerthan what could be expected on the basis of
tt" . IS im Iira IOn Shows little temp t p es , as does the fact that this spin concen~

era ure dependence, that neutral solitons in undoped
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trans-PA ~re extrinsic defects created during cis-trans isomerization and
trapped with respect to recombination between crosslinks.

B. Interacting Defects in Polyacetylene

We now consider the way the PA chain can accommodate extra charges created
by cha~ge transfer processes toward acceptor dopants. It is important to
recogruz e ~hat the transfer of an electron from the valence band during ac-
ce~tor doping creates a polaron, or radical cation on the chain, that is, a
parr .of defects and not an isolated defect. (At very low doping levels it is
possible for transfer to take place from the extrinsic neutral soliton states,
thereby leading to charged solitons on the chain , ) It is then relevant to
study the energetics of separation of that pair of defects that can be con-
sidered as a soliton-antisoliton pair.

In the region between the two defects the S values for the bond between
carbon atom n and carbon atom n'tl are computed from Eq. (2a). with r given
as a function of the product of hyperbolic tangent functions [19,24]:

r ~ n1.4 + (-1) IIr/4{tanh(n/l) tanh[(k-n)/l] +

tanh[(n+1) /I] tanh[(k-n-1) /lJ} ( 4)

where k is the number of bonds (odd) separating the two defects. Outside
that region, Bfr ) values are computed as in Eq . (3). [Note that Eq. (4)
was incorrectly written in Ref. 19.J Wehave, in addition, made calculations
using a difference of tanh functions instead of a product, as in Eq , (4). arid
find little difference between these and the results using Eq . (4) for values
of k ;;;:1 where our formula applies.

We have treated the separation of two neutral defects, two positive de-
fects, and a neutral and a positive defect. In every calculation the value of
I has been optimized. Results are presented in Figure 2 [19]. When the two
defects are widely separated, we recover the isolated defect results, that is,
the energy of creation of the pair of defects is 2 x (0.45 eV) ~ 0.9 eV and
I '\, 7.

As can be seen from Figure 2, two neutral defects formed by the break-
ing of a double bond tend not to separate but to recombine, leaving no de-
formation (I + 0) on the chain. Two identically charged defects repel each #
other and lead to two isolated charged solitons. When the two defects are
close to each other. the deformation they provoke is strong, extending over
35 bonds (I '0 17). When they are widely separated, the corresponding
energy is 0.5 eV lower than two vertical ionization processes. Note that
Coulomb repulsion is not included in these calculations.

We now come to the most interesting case: the interaction between a
neutral and a charged soliton defect. We find that the energy is smallest,
0.65 eV. when the two defects are in close proximity, corresponding to the
formation of a polaron. With respect to a vertical ioniza:ion process, ~t 0.7
eV. the polaron binding energy (related to the defor-matton of the lattrce
around it) is 0.05 eV. The optimall value is again about 7, that is, the de-
formation is relatively soft, extending over 15 sites for two nearest-neighbor
defects. The charge that the polaron carries is also very localized, the 15
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' ) , dicatmg twowith .. indicating two radicals (neutral solitons , ++ In for small

' '. di al tion (or polaron
(
charged solitons) and +. mdIcatIng a ra ic ca 1 f ation due

• h in de ormseparations). The quantity I defines the extent of the c 81 f arbon
to the defect. The units for the abscissa and I are the number 0 c
atoms. (From Ref. 19.)

. e independ"sites bearing 0.757e. The optimal I value ("-7) remm na the ~am • harged and
ent of separation. Our result that the radical and the IOn (Le., c t d in the
neutral Solitons) are attractive is consistent with the trends pr-edic ere also
continuum limit for large defect pair separations [24). Our res,:,l: :pproach
consistent with those of Albert and Jouanin [25). who use a sImII f BishoP
based on a recursive Green's function method. and with the results ~iC field
et al, [26J and Brazovskii and Kirova [27] who employed a relattvts of
theory approach. Su and Schrieffer [28) have also noted the cr-eation
polarons Onelectron injection into PA. which.

The presence of a polaron introduces two defect levels in the gap ~eloW
after geomell'y relaxation. are symmetrically placed O. 4 eV above and de-
the Fermi level rather than both at the Fermi level as for noninteractmg an

ti
-f

, , d d theects . For acceptor dopmg the bonding state is singly occupie an , tur'eb di

, . band pICon ng state empty. In FIgure 3 Wepresent the difference In , di'
' f ' suRsmgomg ram two Isolated defects to two interacting defects. Our re ns

cate that at low doping levels the extra charges on the chain form polaro
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FIGURE 3 Interaction of charged and neutral solitons in polyacetylene.
States appear at mid-gap for infinite separation but interact and split as
indicated when the separation approaches one bond (polaron formation).
(From Ref. 19.)

and not charged solitons (except for charge transfer processes from the few
extrinsic neutral soliton defects).

We now address the question of the interaction between two polar-oris to
understand the evolution when the doping level increases. To study this
interaction we consider two positive polarons, with their charges fixed in
position to correspond to the pinning at the sites of the negatively charged
dopants. The neutral defects are gradually pulled away from the charged
defects, approach each other, and finally recombine, leaving two charged
solitons (Fig. 4).

For two widely separated polarons [E 'I, 2 x (0.65 eV) ~ I.3 ev l , that
process leads first to the formation of four isolated defects [E 'I, 4 x (0.45
eV) = 1. 8 eV], before eventually the recombination of the two radicals leaves
only two charged solitons [E 'V 2 x 0.45 eV) ~ 0.9 ev l . Thus there is a bar-
rier to recombination as indicated in Figure 4. At a 2.0%(homogeneous)
doping level (charges about 50 sites apart). the barrier is still about 0.1 eV.
The barrier disappears at ar"!\!nd a 3%doping level (charges about 35 sites
apart) and at a 1% doping level neutral defects readil recombine, leading to
ch;n'.g<>d-soli1Q.n. a site djstributio~'LJa~in ¥ e
dopant -I'osition.

Wen~der the evolution of the band structure during the doping
process. At low doping levels we formbonding and antibonding polaron
states 0.3 eV above the valence band and 0.3 eV below the conduction band.
(Bishop et al , [26J obtain 0.2 eV in the continuum limit of their field theory
analysis.) As doping increases, two processes take place: The polaron
states form a band and some polarons close to one another will form charged
solitons. If the latter process is neglected. the bonding polaron band would
merge with the valence bandat '05%doping (and the antibonding polaron
band will merge with the conduction band at '05%). At '010%doping the gap
would disappear. I;!9- ver the formation of char ed so~tons in~ervenes. an.!!
We shift gradually from a polaron lattice to a charged soh on attlce. Owmg
to the presence of an energy barrier to recombination, polarons and charged

833
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Ding leve sformation of two charged solitons from two polarons. op

percent per carbon atom are indicated. (From Ref. 19.)

. . ff ient time onsolitons could coexist at low doping levels. Since , gwen su IC tent to
an infinite PA chain, polarons could always recombine, the actual ex a num-
which they coexist with the charged soliton population will depend o~ soliton
ber of factors I including the chain length distribution. The Chargde non

' . f the can ucstates at mId-gap form a band that may be 'res ponai b le or 30]. JE-,
mechanism without spin Whichoccurs in the doping range 1-7% [29. . g so
Our del the soliton band mer es with the valen and at '" 1?% dO~Tgree-th t

'· ivit This IS Ina carrIers WI spm can cant ' to the conductIVl y. ib'iti t At very
ment WIth t e delayed appearance of sigm ican Pauli susceptibih y. ~I
'd ' I . , . , L' d ped poly aOPing eve 1110 artree- Fock calculatIOns on 1- 0 solitonS
el'1.e..J1!ls ow that bond len~h alterna 10 ' completely depressed, Peierl

sare no longer present. and COnductivity is due to the closure of the
gap [31,32]. - - 07
l
'h b d ' t about .e roa (I eV WIde) mid- gap absorption which appears a the

eV when polyacetylene is doped [33,34] has been taken as evidence for atio
nt

' f ' the formgenera Ion 0 solitons upon doping. Since Our model shows that he
of polarons is energetically favored over solitons at low doping levels. t_t

· . r conques IOn arisos as to Whether or not polar-ens are responsible for 0
tribute to the observed mid-gap absorption. A polaron in poly acetylene
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introduces three new transitions as depicted in Figure 5. According to Bishop
et a1. [26]. transitions 1 and 2 in Figure 5 are dominant in terms of oscillator
strength. (We have confirmed this result in our model as well [35].) Thus a
polaron is expected to introduce new transitions within the gap J though not
at mid-gap. The observed dopant-induced transition is so broad [33,34] that
a significant polaron contribution cannot be ruled out. Extrapolation of solu-
tion data for radical anions in polyene oligomers suggests the transition ener-
gies should be approximately 0.5, 0.8, and 1. 0 eV [19J. At early stages of
the electrochemical doping process, Etemad et a1. [36] have observed spectral
features (peaks at 1.33,1.46, and 1.59 eV) which they believe are due to
polaron formation. More recent work has questioned these assignments, how-
ever [17].

C. Defects in Poly(p-phenylene)

Poly(p-phenylene) consists of benzene rings linked in the pa~a position.
Carbon-carbon bond lengths within the rings are about 1. 40 A, and those be-
tween the rings are about 1. 50 A. In the solid state two successive benzene
rings are tilted with respect to each other by about 23° [37J. This torsion
angle constitutes a compromise between the effect of conjugation and crystal
packing energy, which favor a planar structure, and the steric repulsion be-
tween hydrogen atoms, which favors a nonplanar structure. Our calculations,
using the valence effective Hamiltonian technique [37,38], show that the 23°
tilt of the rings is of little consequence with regard to the electronic proper-
ties. The band gap in PPP is about 3.5 eV [39], or about twice that of PA.
A resonance form can be derived for ppp that corresponds to a quinoid struc-
ture; however, contrary to trans-PA, the benzenoid and quinoid forms are
not energetically equivalent, the quinoid structure being substantially higher
in energy (Fig. 1). In PPP defects will always be strongly interacting and
correlated to pairs. The more two defects separate, the more rings with

CB

Solitons Polaron

Sep-oo Sep-+l

FIGURE 5 Schematic representation of dopant-induced optical transition in
poly acetylene for solitons and polarans.
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quinoid structure of higher energy appear between the two defects. Thus
there will be a compromise between the strength and the extension of the
relaxation of the lattice owing to the presence of defects. The same is true
by analogy in cis-PA, polydiacetylene, and other conjugated polymers.

Calculations on PPP are performed on 21-ring chains (126 carbon atoms)
in the framework of Hiickel theory using a bond order-bond length relation-
ship of the Coulson type. Parameters A, B, and C from Eqa . (2a) and (2b)

are optimized in order to reproduce in the absence of any defect: (a) the
experimental geometry of the benzenoid structure, (b) the band gap of 3.5
eV, and (c) the bandwidth of the highest occupied 11orbital of the order of
3,2 eV [37]. Note that this procedure parallels that used for poly acetylene ,
though the parameters need not be the same. Under these conditions, param-
eters A, B, and C are, respectively, 46.0 eV, 0.531 A, and 4.30 ;\-1 [19].
With this choice of parameters the total energy difference per ring between
the benzenoid structur~ and a "pure" quinoid structure, where rC=C :;;:1.38
:A. and rc_ 9, = 1. 45 :A., is 7.2 kcallmol (0.31 eV), in good agreement with the
extended Huckel theory estimate of Whangbo et al , [40].
. Th~ model we have chosen permits us to deal with pairs of defects, de-
rives dIreCtly. from that used for polyacetylene, and is consistent with
crystallographlC data on biphenyl and biphenyl anions [41]. These data
mdlcate that the changes in the geometry in forming the (-1)- biphenyl anion
are In the di e tl '. .r Clan provided by an Increased admixture of the quinoidalresonance form:

The bonds parallel to the chai , ,
inclined to that dl . am d,rechon (bonds a and c) shorten and bonds

lreetlOn elongate Wh'l al '
the neutral Species (a :::b s 1 0 I e bonds a and b are nearly equo ~n
the anion (a 0 1 38 °A .40 A) 'Q these bonds differ by about 0.05 A III

. and b ' 1 43 A) t alspecies differ by about the sa~' . Bonds band c , which in the ~eu r
polyacetylene beco e amount (0.10 1) as do adjacent bonds rn

, me nearly equal i th' 0In our model we n e anion (c -v 1. 44 A).
ture is maximumin t~ssu~e that the deformation toward the quinoid struc-
structure (Fig. 6). se m~ddleof the defect to lead back to the benzenoid
belie tangent funetio uc behavlOr can be simulated by a product of hyper-
Th ns , as In the case f' PAe resonance integral al 0 Interacting solitons in trans- .
within the defect ar v ues for the three types of bonds (0 Db, and Se)

e computed f ~a' ~ b
rom Eq. (2a), with the bond lengths given Y

r=14-{
a . a tanh(n/lltanh[(4N_n)/lJ} (50)

r=14+{
b' atanh(n/lltanh[(4N_n)/I]} (5b)

r c = 1. 5 - 2a{tanh( II
n ltanh[(4N-n)!I]] (5c)

In these expressions N indic t
extends, n is the site IOcat' a es the number of rings over which the defect

IOnfrom On h
e end of the defect, 4N-n is then t e
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Extension of Defect

FIGURE 6 Deformation model for poly(p-phenylene) chain based on the
product of hyperbolic tangent functions. (From Ref. 19.)

separation from the other end, I modulates the amplitude of the deformation,
and a. denotes the maximumbond length difference with respect to the original
bond lengths. Note that the larger the value of I, the smaller the deforma-
tion. In agreement with the crystallographic data on biphenyl anions [41],
bond c is allowed to vary twice as much as bonds a and b. Optimization of
the value of c< has led to the choice a = 0.05 X. The optimization of the energy
for a pair of defects depends on two factors: The number of rings N over
which the defect extends and the value of 1.

The same three different pairs of defects as studied in PA have also been
considered for PPP. For two neutral defects the minimumof energy is ob-
tained for values of I tending to infinity, that is, there is no deformation
left on the chain. For the other two cases, radical-cation and cation -cation ,
results are summarized in Figure 7.

For a charged defect interacting with a neutral defect, a polaron is
formed whose binding energy is of the order of 0.03 eV (to be compared with
0.05 eV in the case of trans-PA). The extension of the defect is over about
five rings. The deformation of the lattice associated with the polaron is rela-
tively soft (l = 13 for N = 5); in the middle of the defe,!'t where deformation
is largest, the bonds within the ring change by 0.025 A, and between the
rings by 0.05 lI.. These changes are fully consistent with those observed in
the biphenyl anions.

Note that the relative flatness of the energy curves in Figure 7 comes
from the fact that for each value of N the I value adjusts in such away that
the maximaldeformation in the middle of the defect is always of the same
magnitude. If, for a given N value, the maximaldeformation is varied around
its optimal value, the energy rises more sharply.

The presence of the polaron introduces two states, bonding and anti bond-
ing, in the gap. The bonding state, half-occupied for a radical cation, is
0.2 eV above the top of the valence band. The charge is localized; its prob-
ability density over the five rings of the defect is 0.791.

In constrast to trans-PA, where the two charged defects separate, we
observe in ppp the formation of a bipolaron (or correlated charge soliton-
charged anti soliton pair) as in Figure 8. The extension of the bipolaron is
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FIGURE 8 Bipolaron on poly(p-phenylene) chain.

of the same order (N = 5) as that of the polaron, but the deformation is much
stronger, about twice as large as for the polaron. The gain in total energy
with respect to two vertical ionizations is of the order of 0.4 eV, to be com-
poared with 0.5 eV in the case of two charged solitons in trans-PA.

Considering explicitly neither Coulomb repulsion nor screening due to the
counterions, the formation of a bipolaron is much preferred over the formation
of two polarons. The O. 4-eV energy gain of a bi polaron with respect to two
vertical ionizations is to be compared with 2 x (0.03) eV for two polarons.
This can be understood by the fact that the stronger deformation that exists
in the bipolaron case pushes up the bonding state in the gap to 0.56 eV above
the valence band edge J thereby making the ionization process easier. The
charges of the bipolaron are also very localized, 90% being contained within
the five rings.

Note that as in the case of charged solitons in trans-PA, the bipolaron
carries no spin and the bonding state it induces in the gap is empty. As the
doping level increases J interactions between bipolarons could broaden the bi-
polaron states in the gap and lead to the formation of a band. Conductivity
could arise from the motion of bipolarons carrying no spin. This picture is
consistent with recent magnetic data [11] • which indicate a very low Pauli
susceptibility in the metallic regime of SbFS-doped PPP. We will take up this
question again in Section IV.

C'

D. Summary

With our model calculations on the defect states induced upon doping in trans-
polyacetylene and poly(p-phenylene). we have derived a picture of the evolu-
tion of the electronic properties of both systems upon doping and have shown
that J despite the presence in trans- PA of a degenerate ground state which is
absent in PPP J the two polymers are much more similar than generally thought.
At low doping levels polaron formation is expected for both PA and PPP, with
similar polaron binding energies and defect extensions. At higher doping
levels polarons interact to produce uncorrelated charged solitons in PA and
bipolarons or correlated charged soliton-charged antisoliton pairs in PPP.
As neither charged solitons nor bipolarons carry spin, this descrption is
consistent with the absence of significant Pauli susceptibility observed in both
systems at doping levels just above the transition to high conductivities.

Our results on polyacetylene are in excellent agreement with the field-
theoretic results of Bishop et al . [26]. Our results on poly(p-phenylene),
which has not been treated by a continuum field-theoretic model, show that
even for a polymer with a nondegenerate ground state, phenomena qualita-
tively similar to degenerate ground-state systems are predicted when polarons
and bipolarons are considered.
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III. SELF-CONSISTENT FIELD CALCULATIONS OF DEFECT
GEOMETRIES IN POLYACETYLENE

Most of the work in the literature on geometry changes with defect formation
In PA has utilized a Hiickel approach basically similar to that described in
Section II. The theory is simple enough to address many complicated situa-
tions and offers qualitative insight to some of the processes occurring on
doping conjugated polymers. This Hiickel approach has been used for ad-
dressing the geometrical and optical properties with the same formulation and
parameter set. For small molecules the failure of this procedure is well known
[2J, and therefore the question arises as to whether or not the defect struc-
ture predicted by Hiicksl theory is reasonable. Furthermore, since the Huckel
calculation is not carried out self-consistently and since electron-electron
interactions are not treated explicitly, there is no dependence on orbital
OCcupancy.

There is every reason to expect that oppositely charged defects will
undergo different geometric relaxations' for example cil 3 and CH+3hybridize2 - 'J

as sp , while CH3 hybridizes as sp3 (see Ref. 42). It is also worth stating
clearly that only the Pz orbitals are explicitly included in the modified Huckel
calculatIOns (so that sp3 hybridization effects cannot be taken into account)
and that the effect of sigma bonds (crucial to geometrical determination) is
pooly represented. Finally note that geometrical optimization is limited by
the range of atomic configurations considered in the search for minimum total
energy. ,I,n practice I a specific functional dependence has to be assumed for
atom Positions (e g t h f . . tone

•• I a an unctIon IS used for solitons) and the bescan hope for is a I I· '. d by
oca energy mmimumon the potential surface descrIbesuch an aSSumption.

As mentioned p . I n
recent] a' revlOUsY. the Pariser-Parr-pople Hamiltonian has be~
is extenYd PdPt

lied
to polyacetylene [22]. In this case the Hiickel Hamiltoruan

e 0 Include" ite" I . n
plu ,on-S1 e and "off-site" electron-electron repu S10 .s nearest-nmghbor e h oX1-
mate self-con' t xe ange. Thus it is basically a 1T electron, appr

SIS ent field meth d W'" ..' I todistinguish b to. Ithl n this approach It IS possib e .
tively and ne;a~.ee~ neutral and charged defects, but not between those p~l-
lalively with th Ivef

y
charged. The results we will present here agree qu -

OSe rom the P , d andqUantitatively imp al'lser-Parr-poPle calculations, but ext en. rove upon them.
In this section We d . d)

and polarons on PA car :scnbe calculations of solitons (neutral and cha:ge
[43J. MOdified no I ned out with the MNDO scheme of Dewar and Thiel
finding the self-c g ect of differential overlap is a semiempirical method for
( onSIStent fi Id . . 'an
expanded in Slater-t ~ SOlutIOns of the Hat-tr-ee- Fock Hamlltom

nuclear attraction type orbItals). that is, containing a kinetic term, a
Ail erm , and a n I . term.valence 0- and _ I on ocal exchange and Coulomb repulSlOndiff 'n e ectro . t t of
I erential Overlap' b n In eractions are included Modified neg1ec. is asedo th . Ip
approxImation Th H' n e neglect of differential diatomic over ath t t . e amlltoni . Note
a. Wo-electron integrals an matrIx elements are given in Ref. 43. i-

zahon, some correlat' ,are Included and that as part of the parameter
MNDO IOn IS also in I • . .' of
a comes from neglectin c uded. The computational feaSIbIlity
nd parameterizing some fghcert",n selected sets of multicenter integrals n

o t e rem ' , hose
BlnIng onees. The parameters are c
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to optimize the predictive capabilities of the scheme for molecular geometries
and heats of formation; in effect, the parameters build in some allowance for
the electron correlation neglected by the Hartree- Fock theory [44]. The
method has been tested on a large number of molecules and exhibits particu-
larly notable success for hydrocarbons. While it is an approximate scheme
with limitations, it is computationally feasible where ab initio methods are not,
and in many cases the MNDOgeometry predictions are closer to experiment
than ab initio. As important is the fact that the limitations (and some peculi-
arities) are known and can be dealt with.

The computations proceed by providing the molecular connectivity and
initial estimates for the various bond lengths and angles. In the present
case we report results for exactly planar molecules, because our more elabor-
ate calculations allowing for nonplanar structures inevitably predicted planar-
ity even for anions. We model nondefective oligomers of polyacetylene by
polyene molecules: An even cardinality sequence of C-H units terminated at
each end by CH2' Only trans isomers will be considered here. Polyenes of
various lengths have been considered in order to assess the range of the
effect of the termination units. The soliton defects studied here are topo-
logical kinks (domain walls) in the polyene chain caused by a phase shift in
the bond alternation pattern. The site of the defect is a carbon atom with
equal bonds to each of its neighboring carbons. In the absence of chain end
effects, such a model is equivalent to a soliton excitation on an infinite chain.
To simulate neutral soliton (radical) defects in finite chains we add one C-H
unit to a polyene, ..• C=C-C=C-C=C ... , to form ... C=C-C=C-C-
c=c-c=c ... and impose a symmetry by insisting that the length of the
two bonds adjacent to the site of the defect be equal. Equivalently, a plane
of symmetry can be used if the defect is at the middle site of the model mole-
cule, and considerable simplifications result in the computation; the point
group of such models is CZv' The increase in the number of C-H units is
necessary to accommodate the same termination units: =CHZ' The geometry
is otherwise unconstrained and adjusted to minimize the total energy of the
radical. Note that such a defect need not be located at the geometrical center
of the molecule.

The radicals are open-shell systems with only one electron in the highest
occupied molecular orbital. Wehave also done calculations on charged soliton
defects (ions) by simply adding or removing one electron from the highest
occupied molecular orbital followed by a complete geometrical relaxation of the
system; in the cation and anion cases all orbitals are double occupied, result-
ing in a charged, zero-spin defect. We have also considered the simplest
polaron states on polyacetylene. These are simulated by charging the non-
defective polyenes and relaxing them to optimum geometry subject to the re-
striction that inversion symmetry be maintained about a point through the
middle of the central bond; the point group symmetry of these models is C 2h'
It should be noted that MNDOhas been tested less rigorously for radical

and ion geometries, the principal reason being the lack of experimental infor-
mation. We are, however, confident that the application of MNDOto defects
in poly acetylene is a substantial improvement over the previous Hucke} treat-
ments. Where data are available, MNDOpredictions are quite good [43,45].
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A. Defect-Free Polyenes

To verify the relationship of the present scheme to previous numerical esti-
mates, we determined the optimum geometry of polyenes containing 2,4,6 ... I

20 double bonds, that is, for the planar molecules C4H6, C8H10' . . .,
C40H42' The most significant result is the bond length alternation pattern:
The single bonds are 1.4628 l\, while the double bonds 'l;re 1. 3568)l. (in the
middle of the oligomer), for a difference of ~r ~ 0.1060 A. This compares

°to the experimental estimate [13,14J of ~r ~ 0.08-0.10 A and toodouble zeta
ab initio calculations by Karpfen and Petkov [15J of ~r ~ 0.10 A (C=C,
1.346 A, and c--c , 1.446A). There are additional details from the ab initio
studies that show the quality of the geometry predictions of the MNDO scheme,
The C-C=C bond angle is calculated by Karpfen and Petkov as 125.30°,
while our result is 124.900• In addition. we find. very interestingly, that
the H atoms are inclined toward the single bonds by 4.40°; this parameter
has not been optimized in the ab initio calculations . Our results are the same
for all but the smallest polyenes (variations occur within three C atoms of the
chain ends). Thus in the 40-carbon atom chain. there is quite a long section
of the finite molecule which has the periodic repeat pattern of poly acetylene,

B. Neutral Solitons

Radic~ls h~ve been in~erted into the geometrical center of the polyenes as
describad In the prevIOUSsection. This avoids end effects and makes maxi-
mum Use ?f symmetry, but we treat noncentered defects shortly. The radi-
cals studIed have 8, 10, 14, and 20 double bonds, that is C

17
H
I
9 to C41H43;

In each case a full geometrical optimization has been carri~d out including all
bonds and angles Wea ' . . 'd
t . re prtmari ly mterested in the changes to the groun -sta e geometry and in part' I h f

b d ,'CU ar t e effect of the defect on the pattern aon length alternatlon Res It '
th diff . . u s are dlsplayed in Figure 9 where we plote 1 erence in adjac t b d '
bon atom common then ,on lengths,!J. r-, versus the position of the car-
tton The dat a tt e adjacent bond pair; ~ r ~ 0 implies no bond alterna :

. a porn s shown by at' k d
radical chain (C H s errs s are from the 20 double- bonde ,
in the plane of s4yl 43t)' The defect...,Iscentered at carbon number 21 and lies

rnma ry under C Th _
struction Also pi tt d 2v· erefore atom 21 has tu ~ 0 by can
n is the ~umber ofathe ar~ three Curves given by Ar = Arm tanh(n/I), where
zero, I determines th edef on atom counted relative to the defect site as

e e ect extent a d b. 0 b lietangent function is the d I ' n roo is 0.106 A. This hyper a
metrical distortion du t

mo
eli of the bond alternation associated with the geo-

e 0 so tons on . f '. . bySu et al, [4]; they Concluded ' an 10 nuts cham as used origmally
scribes the extent of th d f (as did we; see Sec. ll) that I ~ 7 best de-
localized defect best he e ect: Our MNDO results clearly show a much more
, 'c aracteI1zed b 1 3 rveImposed in the simpler th Y ~ , although the shape of the cu
Shortl~ the electronie-ex-::; remains a good approximation. ~ we will s~
the same as the geometn' I t-oLt.h.€Ld.ef-e.£iJ.~pin or char e is not In gener!1T - ea extent -

he energy level spectrum---i·
calculation for the rni , p oduced by the MNDO self-consistent fieldmmum energ ,
expected, namely a h If fil Y geometry qualitatively shows the behaVIorban dwt ,a ~ 1 led 0 b't
andwldth of the oCcupied n ban r 1al at mid-gap (the Fermi level). The

d IS calculated to be 5.3 eV, which is quite

•
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FIGURE 9 Bond length alternation around neutral defect site. The differ-
ence in adjacent bond lengths, !::l r , is polotted against carbon site distance
from defect. The continuous curves are the form predicted by Su et a1. [4],
e r = 6 roo tanh(n/l); their Huckel results suggested 1=7 as the minimum
energy configuration. The asterisks are based on MNDOcalculations.
(From Ref. 16.)

reasonable with respect to previous calculations [37], but the band gap is
far too wide. This problem is well known in Hartree- Fock- based theory and
is due to the treatment of an electron in an excited orbital as experiencing
the potential due to N other electrons rather than N-l. In the rest of this
chapter we therefore measure the position of levels in the gap relative to the
band edges in fractions of the gap energy.

In order to probe the effect of the chain ends more carefully a 17-carbon
atom radical has been studied as the defect is moved from the middle of the
chain (at carbon atom 9) successively toward the end (to atoms 7, 5, and 3).
The results are depicted in Figure 10. The effect of the lattice kink on the
bond length pattern is translated without appreciable distortion until very
near the chain end. The total energy of the model molecules has also been
monitored and is indicated in Figure 10. The rise is insignificant until the
last stage, when the defect is only 3 units from the end. Of course, this re-
suIt is consistent with the value I := 3 assigned to soliton width. We wish to
stress that these data do not provide any information about the energy re-
quired to promote a defect centered at one site to the next available site; the
only available information on this point is the original estimate of Su et al .
[4] of 'V O.002 eV.
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ti tt rn IS shown"a l7-carbon atom model. The bond length alterna IOn pa e The total
the defect located at carbon atoms 9 (*). 7 (x ) , 5 (+). and 3 (O)fi t change
molecular energy is also shown as a function of position; no sigru cant' of

. . h distor IOn
OCCursuntil the defect is within 3 urnts of the chain end were
the tanh(n/l) shape begins to appear. (From Ref. 49.)

C. Charged SOlitons

An intrinsic limitation of the Pople-Walmsley [1] and SSH [4] approach~sc~:.
that no distinction is Possible between neutral and charged Isolated de; d
This is because the creation of the defect automatically places a half-fi e ed
orbital at the Fermi energy. One can think of all n orbitals as being p",r the
into bonding and antibonding levels falling and rising. respectively. into the
valence and conduction bands, except for that single unpaired orbital at
defect site which remains at its original position since it corresponds to a

int ti t t B ' , " h s the occu-nonm erac mg s a e. ecause It IS at the Fermi energy. c angef h
', d h ce havepancy 0 t IS level (chargIng the defect) require no energy an en

'd ' , , 'h icture forno aSSOCIate geometrICalval'latlOn. Our approach Improves t e pic , '
charged defects, since it is self-consistent. We have studied both catlO,ru

cand anionic defects in the same way as for neutral defects; an electron IS
simply added to or deleted from the highest occupicd level (the one at the, al
Fermi energy) and the reSUlting system is SUbjected to a complete geometrIC
optimization. Figure 11 shows the results for the bond length alternation _
pattern for ions of 20 dOUble bond chains. Clearly th~ nositive defect is ~ t
id bl ' f ~ compacSI era y more dlf USe(I '" 5) than the neutral, and the negative more
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FIGURE 11 Bond length alternation patterns around charged defects: top
for cations and bottom for anions. The cations are more diffuse than the
neutral defects. and the anions more compact. The prediction of this effect
is beyond the capabilities of earlier calculations. (From Ref. 49.)

(I < 3). The curves depart from the simple hyperbolic tangent form by ex-
hibiting a tail at large n which goes like 1In, as might be expected for charged
species. In order to understand. possibly, the compactness of the negative
soliton, we refer to the intuitively appealing picture of solitons given by
Rebbi [46J, in which the extent of the defect is determined by a competition
between a potential energy and an intrinsic energy. Everything else remain-
iong the same, the negative charge on the anion could cause the intrinsic
energy to increase because it tends to provide sp 3 hybridization and there-
fore could force the width of the soliton to decrease (even though in all
cases the planar geometry is of lowest energy). Again the energy level spec-
trum is too broad but behaves qualitatively in the right way j the mid-gap
level moves closer to the valence band edge for a negative defect (level doubly
occupied) and farther away for positive (level empty). as expected from our
restricted Hat-tr-ee- Fock treatment. The effect of charging ,is also consistent
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with the experimental facts that higher concentrations of donor dopants are
required to produce equivalent conductivities in trans-polyacetylene; if
increased conductivity is due to overlapping defects forming a band, then
clearly one would require fewer positive than negative defects because of
their different spatial extent.

Going beyond the distortion of the backbone geometry, we have studied
the orbital corresponding to the mid-gap level. The only nonzero components
of its eigenvector are carbon Pz coefficients. For the neutral soliton the orbi-
tal describes a damped spin density wave as indicated in Figure 12. All other
orbitals are doubly occupied or empty in our treatment and so contribute
nothing to the net spin. Here the square of the coefficients of the p a orbi-
tals is plotted versus the carbon number for a 29-carbon model molecule.
Note that the orbital has amplitUde only on every other carbon [2]. This is
a reflection of the topological constraint that the soliton with nonzero coef-
ficients on the "top" carbons cannot mix with an antisoliton having nonzero
coefficients on the "bottom" carbons. The solid line in Figure 12 is propor-
tional to sech

2
(n/l) with I = 5; this functional dependence is consistent with

the tanh(n/l) dependence of the lattice kink, but the spin density wave is
more extended than the kink. This is compatible with the results of Fukutome
and Sasai [22], based on the Pariser-Parr-Pople Hamiltonian which imply a
spin density wave width of 1 -v 6 and a kink width of 1 = 4.5.' Recent electron
spin resonance results [47] have been interpreted as requiring half-widths
(21) between 5 and 8), in agreement with out calculations since the electron
spin resonance experiment specifiCally probes the spin de~Sity \~ave rather
than the lattice kink.

The ani~nic and cationic defects exhibit a similar and very interesting
charge density wave (CDW) as shown in Figure 13. Here we have plotted
the total excess charge per CH unit as a function of atomic distance from the

c2
1

0.25

005

2 6 10 14 tB

CARBON #
FIGURE 12 Spin density wave .
bon model. The squar f h SOlutIOnof a neutral defect on a 19- atom car-

e ate coeffict t .the carbons is plotted ICIen s of SIngly occupied Pz orbitals on. 2 vers us carbon b
ttonal to sech (nil) with I ~ 5. t. . nurn er , Also shown is a line propor
behavior of the bond I gth ' hIS 1S the form consistent with the tannt n /ll

en alternation. (From Ref. 49.)
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FIGURE 13 The net charge per CH unit along the chain as a function of
distance from a charged defect. Oscillations are predicted from site to site
which are of such a periodicity as to cause a gap in the energy spectrum even
if all bonds were of equal length. This effect also was not expected on the
basis of earlier theories owing to their lack of self-consistency. (From
Ref. 49.)

site of the defects. Again the CDWis considerably more extended (l '" 8)
than the lattice kink and even more extended than the spin density wave on
the neutral species; also the CDWsfor positive and negative defects are of
comparable width. Interestingly, all of the units on one side of the chain
are positive, while all units on the other are negative. Chemical intuition
suggests that a partial negative charge will be induced on the carbons next
to the positively charged carbons owing to polarization of the TT bonds next
to the charged site. However, the magnitude of the polarization is surprising.
This effect is not to be found in non-self-consistent approaches, even quali-
tatively. The alternation of sign is due to an enhancement of Coulomb repul-
sion between orbitals on different atoms compared to that between orbitals on
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the same atom as documented by Dewar [48J, Analysis of the density matrix
for the charged defects clearly reveals a simple physical picture of the origin
of the charge oscillation as a screening response to the charge at the defect
site; the alternating 1T bonds polarize in a direction to form a screening field,
just as should be expected, because they comprise that component of the
charge distribution which is least tightly bound and most diffuse. Another
way of saying the same thing is to consider populating (or depopulating) the
orbital responsible for the spin density wave state of the neutral defect (see
Fig. 12); as a result, net negative (positive) charge exists on the even-
numbered carbon sites; then consider the total electronic system self-consis-
tently adjusting to this change. Excess positive (negative) charge is induced
on the odd-numbered carbon sites so that the net electric field of the result-
ing array of charges on sites (±1, ±2, ±3, ... ) is in a direction such as to
screen the charge on the defect at site zero. To see this consider the array
as a set of electric dipoles aligned along the C=C bonds; the field of each
such dipole has a component in the direction opposite to the field of the de-
fect charge. In other words, if the defect is negative, there is a component
of electric field along the molecular axis directed toward the defect site; each
induced C=C dipole, however, has the component of its field along the rnolecu-
lar aXISdIrected away from the defect. The Sum of molecular axis components
of dipole fields exactly cancels the molecular axis component of field due to
the defect.

. There are Significant consequences of the existence of CDW solutions.
Fir-st the icdi it f '"

, perio ici y 0 the OSCIllatIonsIS such as to make possible an energy
gap even On a ,chain with all bond lengths equal. We estimate [49] that the
charg~ oSCIllatIonalone can yield a gap of '\sO. 6 eV. A second point of signifi-

~
cance is that the charge 0 illaf

, ° SCI a Ion produces a polarization large enough toproduce strong lnterchai li '
ld h n coup ng. Therefore a localized defect on one chawcou ave a profound effect d f ' , ,

on e ect dIffUSIOnalong neighboring chains .

o. Polarons and Bipolarons

Our calCUlations inclUde re It:t ° 0 °

The model,' I ~u ~ or POSItIveand negative polaron simuranons-s a po yeno radlCallOn ith ° t
the central C=C bond th . ° WI an Imposed inversion symmetry abou
This model relates to' ,~~ ": 't. has the symmetry of the point group CZh'
one of the me b h

eqm
num Interactions of soliton-antisoliton pairs withm ers c arged B °

a clearly defined center iu e~a~seof ~heInteraction, neither soliton has
tion , in Combination hoi rna ng It ImpOSSIbleto define an equilibrium separa-, owever they d
as shown in Figure 14 Th' re lice the bond length alternation, 61',
on the left and on th . , he phase of the bond length alternation is the same

, e ng t of the d f t b ' "mIddle. The negative 1 e ec J ut there IS a depression In the
1, po aron has a st d

a ternahon (6r 'ddl "0 31 ronger effect on supressing the bon
As was the cas:~it; sOI,'t' 6roo) than the Positive (lIrm,'ddle = 0.49 lIroo)'
' d) ons , the negat' I ' alIZe than the positive a d b IVe po aron IS narrower (more lac -
?f approximately the s:menWid~~hdefects lead to similar lattice polarizations
in Figure 14 are fitted extendmg over '\,36 C-H units. Also shownf . curves based
unchonal form used for' I on an appropriate extension of the tanh' 'So ated solit

witn 1 ~ 9, While the negative I o,ns. The positive polaron is best fit
from Huckel theory in Se tt po aron is fit with I = 7. The value we deduced
MNDOd c ion II was I - 7 '

ces not always predict - ,and tt is interesting to note that
smaller valu f

es 0 1 than the simpler theory.
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FIGURE 14 Bond length alternation pattern for negative and positive polarons.
As was true for solitons, the negative defect is more localized. The smooth
curves through the lattice points correspond to the function f::,roo[l-a sech2
(n/l)] , with a ~ 0.51, I ~ 9, for the positive polaron (radical cation) and a ~
0.69. I ~ 7, for the negative polaron (radical anion). (From Ref. 49.)

Owing to the center-of-inversion symmetry of the polarons , the lattice
polarization takes a different form from the soliton case, as shown in Figure
15. The four sites closest to the symmetry point carry charges of the same
sign; oscillation of charge sign from site to site starts from the third site
away from the middle of the defect and. very interestingly. the largest
charges (f::, Q 'V O.15e) are obtained on the sixth and seventh sites away from
the middle. Thus strong coupling between polyacetylene chains is also ex-
pected in the case of polarons , Both polaron models are open -shell systems
which result in a half-filled level in the gap. For radical cations (anions)
the level is pulled from the valence (conduction) band edge about 20%of the
gap energy. If we take the experimental value for the gap (1. 4 eV), this fr
would place the polaron level about 0.3 eV from the appropriate band edge,
which is in fact the same number obtained in Seciton II.
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it ) f positive andFIGURE 15 Lattice polarization (net charge per CH um or lIar
'. . del rnaecunegative polarons modeled as radICal cations and anions on a rna 'i-

. is approxC40H42o The extent of the polarization along the molecular mas 1
mately the same for both polarons. (From Ref. 49.)

di al ions) forMotivated by the interest in bipolarons (doubly charged ra io it ns

. ltd soli 0 ,
the more complex conducting polymers which cannot support lOS a e

ti g fromwe went one step further in the calculation described above. Star In d the
the positive polaron, one more electron was removed from the system an
geometry completely optimized under exactly the same symmetry condittons-
The results are shown in Figure 16. Clearly the bipolaron consists of a
soliton-antisoliton pair about 24 carbon atoms apart. The I value for tanh ._
functions fitted through each is 5, exactly the same as for the isolated posi
tive soliton. The lattice polarization for each is also similar to the isolated n
species. The interpretation of this result is that the two like-charged solitc
defects repel each other; in the absence of end effects of the finite model
molecute , the bipolaron is unstable to the formation of a separated soliton-
antisoliton pair. A corollary is that MNDQpredicts the charged soliton-
natural antisoliton pair (polaron) to be bound. In polymers more complex
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FIGURE 16 Bond length alternation pattern (top) and lattice polarization for a
positive bipolaron on a molecular model containing 40 carbon atoms. The bipo-
laron is unstable to the formation of a pair of positively charged solitons, each
of which has the same width (smooth curves drawn 1 = 5) and charge distribu-
tion as their isolated counterparts. The calculation here is the same as for
Figures 14 and 15, except that one more electron is removed. (From Ref. 49.)

than poly acetylene (those with nondegenerate ground states such as poly-
paraphenylene) the Coulombic repulsion of the pair of charged solitons would
be compensated by the increase in energy of the section of molecule between
the defects and thus an equilibrium distance would be established charac-
teristic of each polymeric system. If Coulomb repulsion were strong enough,
breakup of the bipolaron into two separate polarons would also be possible.

IV. CHARGE TRANSPORT

The defect structures we have considered are depicted in Figure 17 for poly-
acetylene and poly(p-phenylene). A question of fundamental importance in
the conducting polymers area is how these charged species can migrate
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FIGURE17 Defect structures on polyacetylene (left) and poly(p-phenylene)
(right). An acceptor radical anion is also shown.

through the polymer-dopant array. The question is made more interesting
. . can-by the experimental observation of "spinless" transport, that IS, a spin

' , . . t th t is far too lowcentrahon observed In electron spin resonance expenmen sa.
to account for observed conductivities [11,12,29,30]. How can one get spm-

dless transport in these systems? In this seciton we will discuss a model base
on bipolarons which could yield truly spinless transport.

There have been two prominent efforts in dealing with the transport
problems. Mele and Rice [50] introduce disorder and three-dimensional ef-
fects into the soliton model and obtain a theoretical density of states which
suggests a finite density of states at the Fermi levei for doped poly acetylene.
Thus in their model an electron could hop between states produced by solitons
pinned at dopant sites to yield observed conductivities. Though this model
can deal with low spin concentration, it cannot treat truly spinless conduc:lon.
This idea has been developed further by Epstein et al. [51] via incorporatiOn
into a variable range hopping model and they explain l2-doped polyacetylen~
transport data, but the model apparently fails in other cases (notably AsF5
and Na-doped polyacetylene where the model requires a density of states at
the F<:rmIlevel Whichis, much too large) [29,30]. ed

KlVelso
n
.[52] has dISCussed a model for transport in polyacetylene b~s

also OnhOPPIng between soliton sites, but it is only applicable at low dopmg
lev~ls. In his mOdela free neutral soliton which 'happens to be located near
an Im

punt! IOncan hop to a charged soliton site with small activation en-
er~y ". This mOdelrequires the presence of neutral solitons which can only
e)<1~tIf trap'Ped between defect sites. Therefore Kivelson's theory deals
basIC,allyWIth an extrinsic effect. Furthermore, the hopping statistics used
In this problem are of dUbious applicability, since the neutral solitons cannot
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exist on the same chain with either another neutral soliton (since they would
recombine) or a charged soliton (since they would form a polaron). Neverthe-
less, the model seems to work rather well for lightly doped (accidentally
doped) trans-PA. It would not apply at higher doping levels, since the neu-
tral soliton (extrinsic) defects are the most easily ionized species in the sam-
ple-the electron spin resonance signal assigned to these defects disappearing
rapidly as PA is doped.

A number of authors [4,29,52,53] have suggested a charged soliton as
the transport species in the spinless conductivity regions (up to '\,5%doping
level). However, they fail to consider how these species can get from one
chain to another, it being well established that interchain transport must be
facile for efficient carrier migration. In fact, interchain conduction is prob-
ably rate limiting in all conducting polymer systems. For example. the aver-
age chain length is probably no more than a few hundred angstrons in PA
[l0] and less than 100 }\ for PPP [39J. Consider an infinite PA chain con-
taining one charged soliton with a neighboring, defect -free chain. as depicted
in Figure 18. This soliton cannot hop to the next chain, since an infinitely
large activation barrier is required in the reorgamzation of bond lengths that
"WOUldensue from such a jump. The soliton mechanism is also unattractive
for finite chains, since the soliton cannot hop isoenergetically in that case.
(Kivelson's model [52] gets around the above problems by requiring a neutral
soliton on the next chain, but, as pointed out above, is only applicable at
very low doping levels. )

The ~ove problems are eH'Jlinated b a model in which there are tWP
charged solitons (a "bipolaron") on an infinite cain. The soliton pair can
hop to the nex chain-isoenergetically and with a reasonable activation bar-
rier (Fig. 18). The hopping probability for two (charged) solitons separated
by x carbon atoms, P(x), will contain the following elements:

( 6)

where F(x) is the Franck-Condon factor (or square of the vibrational over-
lap) for the jump, Q1(X) is the probability of finding a second charged soli-
ton x carbon atoms from the first on a single chain, and Q2(x) is the prob-
ability of finding a suitable (unoccupied) site on chain 2 to receive the x
length soliton pair. Here F(x) would be expected to decrease'rapidly as x
increases, and Q1(x) is expected to be peaked at roughly lie, where e is
the concentration of solitons, owing to the CoulombrepulsIon between soli-
tons of like charge. The term Q2(x) is derivable from Ql(x) and would lead
to saturation of the spinless (bipolaron-like) contribution to the conductivity
at high C. The spinless contribution to the conductivity, 0++, can be com-
puted by integrating Eq , (6) over x and multiplying bye;

0++ ~ e f P(x) dx

Wehave modeled this process [54] and carried out preliminary calculations
of conductivity versus C curves which are very similar to those obtained
experimentally. For the purposes of this discussion we will only consider
qualitative aspects of the results of this model. At lowe there will be few
soliton pairs of sufficiently small x for transport to take place due to the

(7)
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FIGURE 18 lnterchain transport of solitons and bipolarons.

, '11 be small.F(x) term; that is, Ff x) at the peak in the Ql(x) distributlOn WI ) will
As C increases, °H will increase Superlinearly, since the peak In Ql(x
shift to lower x values where Pf x ) is larger, At still larger C values, ~+(x)
will level off (and eventually decrease) owing to the small value of the 2
term, as there will now be few sites available for accepting the bipolaron'for
Thus the net result from this model, qualitatively, is an S-shaped curve
the spiniess contribution to the conductivity. The detailed calculations we
have carried out with this modelbear out this qualitative discussion. d'f-

ite 1
For PPP Or other systems SUch as polypyrrole, the situation is qUI

ferent. In that case the two charged defects making up the bipolaron are t
bound. Our calculations indicate that the bipolaron will extend over abou
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five rings in PPP (though we ignore any Coulomb effects). Thus in our treat-
ment the bipolaron is a well-defined entity of limited spatial extent in PPP. so
that the F(x) term becomes a constant, as does the Ql(x) term. Therefore
the spinless contribution to the conductivity will rise in proportion to C,
eventually saturating and decreasing when the Q2 term becomes small. No
experimental data for conductivity versus doping level exists for PPP-the
problem being the inhomogeneity of the doping process. There is some ex-
perimental indication of the existence of bipolarons in doped PPP [55] and in
doped polypyrrole [12J.

Bipolaron transport offers a reasonable explanation for spinless transport
in PA, PPP, and polypyrrole. The model is not specific to PA, in that it
does not require a degenerate ground state. Our model for charge transport
via bipolaron in PPP is applicable to the broad range of conducting polymer
systems, including polypyrrole. It should be emphasized, however, that we
have made no explicit consideration of the effect of the dopant ion array on
the transport process.

To summarize, we offer the following qualitative picture of the doping
and transport process of general applicability to conducting polymer systems. ~
First, the dopant, which we will take to be an acceptor, ionizes the chain to ~
produce a polaron (radical cation). This polaron is pinned to the ionization
site and does not contribute significantly to conductivity. As more dopant is
added, the chain is ionized further and a higher concentration of polarons is
formed. Also, the polarons can be further ionized to produce bipolarons
(dication), the polaron being more easily ionized than the polymer chain. As
the polaron concentration increases. polar-orisinteract t.9_produce bipol~,
which are uncorrelated charged solitons in the PA_casJL-aQ<Lcorrelateddi~-
tions in PPP ana other cases T11eblpolarons transport charge via interchain
hopping and are responsible for the observed s pinles s conductivity. In cases
where still higher dopirijf1evels can be achieved, there would be little left of
the electornic structure of the original polymer and geometrical distortions pJ:-
due to the charged defects would overlap spatially along the polymer chain,
leading to elimination of the energy gap between occupied and unoccupied
states. At this point conventional conductivity involving carriers with spin
sets in, as is the case for PA above 7%doping. Note again that this descrip-
tion applies equally well to all conducting polymer systems.
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